
A Parent’s Guide 
to 

Balanced Literacy



 Balanced Literacy is a framework 
designed to help all students learn to 
read and write effectively.

 



The program stands firmly on the premise 
that all students can learn to read and write 
because students are receiving individualized 
teaching appropriate to their strengths and 
needs in literacy. 





 Balanced Literacy classrooms focus 
on different types of reading 
experiences:

• read-aloud
•shared reading
•guided reading

•reading conferences
•independent reading 



The writing experiences are:

• shared writing
•interactive writing
• guided writing

•writing conferences
•independent writing

 



READING WORKSHOP STARTS 
WITH A MINI LESSON
   
Read Aloud 
 Teacher has access to the text 
 Teacher shares his/her thinking regarding 
strategies 
 Teacher models fluent reading 
  

Shared Reading 
 Teacher and students have access to the 
text 
 Teacher and students share thinking 
about reading strategies 
  



Guided Reading 
 Small flexible groups with similar needs/interests 
 Instructional level text 
 Teacher led 
 Book chats with teacher guidance 
  

Reading Conferences 
Teacher and student meet to assess and/or discuss progress, 
strategy use and set reading goals 
  

Independent Daily Reading 
Student selects text with teacher guidance based on interest and 
independent reading level 
  



Phonemic Awareness – the understanding that our 
language contains sounds that vary in size  

Phonics – the understanding that there are relationships 
between the sounds of words and the letters that 
represent those sounds in print

Fluency – the ability to read with accuracy, speed, and 
expression

Vocabulary – knowledge of word meanings that allow us 
to communicate through speech and print

Comprehension – cognitively understanding  and 
interacting with what is being read

Balanced Literacy Still Teaches The Five Key 
Components of Literacy



 

 

 Word Study: study of our alphabetic system
    
 Phonemic awareness 
 Phonics (letter/sound relationships) 
 Morphemic analysis (using word parts to denote 
meaning) 
 Automaticity of sight words
 Spelling patterns and rules 
 Vocabulary 
 Decoding 
 Greek and Latin Roots



Differences between Imagine It and Balanced 
Literacy

Imagine It!

 Teaches reading skills and 
strategies

 Teacher models skills
 One story for every 

student per week

 Weekly test used for 
assessment

Balanced Literacy

 Teaches reading skills and 
strategies

 Teacher models skills
 Different stories based on 

the correct level for every 
student

 Conferencing , daily 
work , cold reads and 
quizzes used for 
assessment



Long Range Goal

 Students must be proficient as readers, writers, and 
speakers to be successful, contributing adults and 
lifelong learners.

 Every child in every classroom, every day, deserves 
the chance to behave like and enjoy the pleasure of 
being a good reader.



How Parents Can Help
 Read to your child daily
 Read a variety of books
 Engage in conversation about the books
 Raise questions regarding the book
 Make predictions
 Check to see if the predictions were accurate
 Listen to your child read
 Visit the local library
 Help your child find “just right books.” (books that are not 

too hard nor too easy)
 Volunteer in your child’s classroom
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